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Zaplox Accelerates Global Expansion with Appointment of 
Emma Dupont as Sales Director, North America  
 

Market innovator of hotel mobile key services reinforces platform with key 
competencies  

 
Lund, Sweden - Zaplox AB (Zaplox), a market innovator of advanced mobile key solutions 
for the hospitality industry, today announces the appointment of Emma Dupont as Sales 
Director, North America. With this appointment, Zaplox takes another step in implementing 
its ambitious growth plans for the U.S. market. Emma Dupont is set to join the Zaplox team, 
as of May 1, 2017. 

With interest in mobile key applications growing rapidly over the past several years in the 
hospitality market, Zaplox has developed and customized its comprehensive platform for the 
industry, and works on a global scale to help hoteliers implement a mobile guest journey. The 
solution provides vast possibilities for the hospitality industry to maximize guest satisfaction, and 
the appointment of Emma Dupont, with her broad marketing and sales experience at Expedia Inc. 
among other companies, guarantees an understanding of the market’s needs and challenges. 
Emma Dupont will be responsible for sales of the Zaplox solution in the U.S. market. 

“The Sales Director, North America is the face of the company in this market, driving the 
business, building long-term relationships with all stakeholders. We are very happy to reinforce 
our global team with Emma Dupont in this key position,” said Magnus Friberg, CEO at Zaplox.  
 

Commenting on her appointment, Dupont stated, “I am looking forward to working at Zaplox and 
helping the team expand the current client portfolio to grow the business in the U.S. This is an 
opportunity for me to work with a strong, global team in a dynamic market. I appreciate being part 
of a company with a global mindset and the ability to drive market innovation.” 

Zaplox AB – leading provider of advanced mobile key services to the global hotel market. 
Operating globally, Zaplox offers the hospitality industry a turnkey platform, including an app for 
managing the guest experience, based on a secure and efficient mobile key system. The Zaplox 
solution works on all major smartphone platforms, supports all major hotel door locks and hotel 
systems, and can replace or coexist with all current keycard technologies. Zaplox was founded in 
2010 at IDEON Science Park in Lund, Sweden, and the solution has been installed and in 
commercial use since 2011. With operations in Europe and North America, Zaplox offers flexible, 
customer-oriented support. For more information, please visit www.zaplox.com. 
 



 
 
 
 
For more information about Zaplox, please contact: 
  
Magnus Friberg, CEO & President 
E-mail: magnus.friberg@zaplox.com 
Tel: +46706580760  
www.zaplox.com  

This is an English version of a Swedish press release communicated by Zaplox AB. In any case of doubt or 
possible differences regarding the different versions it is the Swedish version that shall apply. 
 


